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Perfect floor made to last for modern interiors
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72hr
WaterproofWF07 Paris Oak



Breakdown of 
Laminate
Flooring Layers

AquaGlow Premium Waterproof Laminate 
Flooring is sophisticated, highly durable, 
resistant to pressure and scratches, 
environmentally friendly, and easy for 
installation and maintenance.

Wear Layer (Melamine AI2O3 Protective Layer)
The top layer serves as a protective shield, featuring a 
durable melamine layer with aluminum oxide (AI2O3). 
This layer defends against wear, scratches, and stains, 
ensuring the longevity and resilience of the flooring.

Decor Paper with Wood Texture
Below the wear layer is the decorative layer, where a 
high-resolution photograph of wood texture or other 
patterns is embedded. This layer provides the visual 
appeal, mimicking the look of authentic wood or 
other materials.

Waterproof NAF Coreboard
The core layer is typically made from a waterproof No 
Added Formaldehyde (NAF) high-density fiberboard 
(HDF). This layer enhances the flooring's resistance to 
moisture and pressure, making it suitable for areas prone 
to spills and providing stability.

Click Installation System
Laminate flooring often features a user-friendly click 
or locking system for easy installation. This system 
allows planks to securely interlock, simplifying the 
installation process and ensuring a stable and 
seamless floor surface.

Damp-Proof Back Paper
The bottom layer of laminate flooring includes a 
damp-proof back paper, which adds an extra layer of 
protection against moisture from the subfloor. This 
feature helps prevent warping or damage due to 
environmental conditions.
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What is laminate
flooring made of?
Here's a breakdown of how each layer 
contributes:



Why AquaGlow?

Using a textured décor technology, AquaGlow 
creates embossed surfaces that synchronize 
with the actual wood grain pattern, building a 
sophisticated and refined design that resembles 
real wood. 

AquaGlow laminate flooring comes in eight 
beautiful colors, each with authentic wood 
designs to enhance the look of any space.

AquaGlow premium waterproof laminate flooring is sophisticated, highly durable, resistant to pressure & 
scratch, environmentally friendly, easy for installation and maintenance. 

Stunning Visuals

AquaGlow offers 72 hours of outstanding 
waterproof performance, ensuring an
impressive 100 hours of spill protection for 
worry-free use. Ideal for laundry rooms and
kitchens, it provides reliable defense against 
moisture and spills.

AC1
(Moderate Traffic)

AC2
(General Traffic)

AC3
(Heavy)

:Suitable for bedrooms and 
guest rooms

:Suitable for living rooms 
and dining rooms

:Suitable for all areas, 
except bathroom

Waterproof

AquaGlow meets E0 emission rate requirement, 
stands for an extremely low-level VOC (primarily 
formaldehyde) emissions, and assures indoor 
environmental safety. 

Environmentally Friendly

Residential Commercial

-

-

Easily clean, installed and maintained. 

Durable and Strong to support the radiant 
heating system underneath. 

Others

Class 33, AC5 Grade makes it outstanding from 
common residential boards, presenting a super 
strong surface against heavy duties and 
scratches. 

AquaGlow boasts scratch-resistant properties, 
perfect for maintaining its aesthetic appeal in 
high-traffic areas and accommodating children's 
activities.

AquaGlow uses High Density Fibreboards, is 
super resistant and durable, prevents water from 
going into the grooves between planks and most 
importantly stops leaking liquid going into the 
structure of boards for more than 72 hours.

Wear & Tear Resistance

Strong and Durable

AC3
(Moderate Traffic)

AC4
(General Traffic)

AC5
(Heavy)

:Hotel rooms, small office

:Office, boutique, cafe

:Public buildings, 
department stores.
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Colours AquaGlow Laminate Flooring offers eight unique colors 
with gentle, delicate, and rich variations, providing a 
subtle and calming aesthetic for modern living.(12mm Premium Waterproof Laminate Flooring)
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WF04 Caramel Oak

WF01
Los Angeles Oak

WF02
Berlin Oak

WF03
London Oak

WF04
Caramel Oak

WF07
Paris Oak

WF08
Spotted Gum

WF05
New York Oak

WF06
Hamburg Oak
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1830 × 195 × 12mm
2.1411 m2
6pcs/ctn
Matt Finish
Micro-beveled 4 sides
Click system
23.5kg/Ctn

Size
Ctn Size
Quantity
Surface

Edge
Profile

Weight

Embossed in Registered floor – which is “Synchronised Texture”, creates as 
close to genuine timber as synthetic materials visual effect can achieve.
Wax guard and anti-fade surface
1830mm long, 195mm wide and 12mm thick
Micro-bevelled 4 sides edges click
72hrs outstanding waterproof performance
Super High density fibreboards core, durable and strong
AC5 Grade, extremely impact, scratch & abrasion resistant 
E0 emission, a true relief from environmental concerns   
Suitable over radiant Heat system, both in-slab and in-creed 

-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

AquaGlow Waterproof Laminate Flooring delivers an 
eagerness of consumers calling back to natural sourced materials, while 
considering waterproof requirements through the entire interior design.

Specifications

Embossed technology provides vivid 
visual effects as realistic timbers 

Technical Details

Australian Fire Test and Fire Test certified
Class 33, design for heavy commercial use, and lower commercial and 
domestic requirements  
Lifetime residential warranty and 10 years limited commercial warranty 

-
-

-

Important Details
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12mm thick, 2.7-3 meters long
Aluminium
Silver, champagne, black, blackbutt, spotted gum, cream, dark grey,
and other oak colours

Size :
Material :
Color :

44 mm, 2.7-3 meters long
Aluminum
Silver, black, blackbutt, spotted gum, cream, and other oak colours

Size :
Material :
Color :

Flat Cover ensures smooth transitions between floors of the same level or 
slightly different heights.

10*25 mm, 2.7-3 meters long
Aluminum
Silver, black, blackbutt, spotted gum, cream, and other oak colours

Size :
Material :
Color :

L Shape trim protects board edges from damage, such as chipping or cracking. 
Also, it prevents water damage and mold growth in areas where the planks 
meets other surfaces.

L Shape / L Trim

Accessories

27*115mm, 2.4 meters per length
MDF
Same as boards

Size :
Material :
Color :

The nosing enhances safety by providing a secure walking surface, reducing 
the risk of trips and falls.

Matched Color Stair Nose

Flat Cover

C and U channels secure transitions between different flooring types, protect-
ing edges and enhancing your floor's appearance.

C / U Channel

Los Angeles Oak WF01

Matched Colour HDF Scotia
Size: 2400*28*15MM
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Care and
Maintenance
Tips

Avoid using abrasive or sharp vacuum heads, 
use soft mops and brooms.

Avoid using bleaches, detergents, soaps, wax, 
oils and polishes.

Avoid steam cleaners. Instead, use a 
microfiber, sponge, or damp mop. Squeeze 
out excess water; the floor will dry in less than 
20-30 seconds after mopping.

Avoid flooding the floor.

Quickly address water spills.

Immediately clean stains or sticky grime using 
a damp cloth or sponge with a floor care 
cleaner.

Regularly remove dirt or grit as needed.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Disclaimer: We have made reasonable efforts to ensure the accuracy 
and reliability of the information contained herein. To the extent 
permitted by law, we will not be liable for any inaccuracies, omissions,
or errors in this information, nor for any actions taken in reliance on this 
information. Products must be installed in accordance with relevant 
installation recommendations and industry best practices.

Cleaning Tips

Avoid dragging or sliding heavy objects on 
the floor, such as kitchen furniture, beds, 
tables, and bookcases.

Prevent objects with sharp legs, like high 
heels or sharp-edged castors, from direct 
contact with the floor. It's recommended to 
use protective pads to avoid concentrated 
wear damage.

Shield the floor from prolonged exposure to 
high UV and heat caused by direct sunlight. 
Rapid temperature fluctuations can lead to 
floor joint issues and long-term fading. 
Consider using curtains, blinds, awnings, 
etc.

Place doormats to trap excessive grit and 
dust from the outdoors.

Keep your pet's nails trimmed regularly to 
minimize scratches.

Maintain indoor temperatures and humidity 
within the range of 12–30 degrees Celsius 
and 30%-50%, respectively. Rapid changes 
can lead to floor plank expansion or 
shrinking, causing gaps, cupping, or peaking.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Precautionary Measures
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NSW Warehouse
(02) 83228924

office@httflooring.com.au

Queensland Warehouse
(07) 32673007

officeqld@httflooring.com.au

WF06 Hamburg Oak

Perfect Floor Made To Last For Modern Interiors

www.httflooring.com.au


